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ZenduCAM 360
Multi Camera Solution
to Reduce Risk, Increase Safety of Your Fleets

360



In the constantly evolving transportation landscape, there remain several limitations of 
standard dashcam installations. Lack of visibility, increasing compliance regulations, 
and the growing instances of freight theft require managers to gain 360° visibility into 
their fleet operations.

ZenduCAM 360 - Multi-Camera Solution leverages an array of HD video cameras with 
an advanced multi-channel DVR, built-in GPS, 4G, and AI capabilities that enable fleet 
managers to gain 360°, visibility into their fleet operations in real-time.

UP TO 8-CHANNEL
CAMERA SYSTEM
for side, rear and
internal camera
set up

AI AND ADAS-
ENABLED
monitor and address
high-risk behaviour
to prevent accidents
before they happen

SUPPORTS LIVE
STREAMING
video playback &
real-time event
upload allow you to
solution events in
the moment

AGILE HARDWARE
Hardware is
configurable, scalable,
and customizable for
different vehicle
requirements

OVERVIEW



Stream Live or Play Back
Video in High Definition
Our ZenduCAM 360 - Multi-Camera supports 
automated recording and video retrieval. Paired 
with an advanced 4G-enabled DVR, the camera 
ensures continuous recording of rolling footage, 
not just significant events

Reduce Blind Spots with
360° Visibility
This dashcam combines powerful front, rear, 
near, and offside camera setup in addition to 
driver-facing and road-facing cameras for a 
complete 360° fleet monitoring experience

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS



Protect your Fleet from Theft
and Vandalism
If your fleet is vandalized or burglarized, the 
cameras on both the inside and outside of the 
vehicle (or cargo) will capture activity on video

Direct integration with
ZenduCAM Platform
Our ZenduCAM platform helps fleet managers 
track their vehicles and get insights on their 
operations in real-time. Live video and analytics 
through our cloud-based platform, can be 
integrated in any third-party system seamlessly

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

DYNAMIC INTEGRATION

M1N-H0401-DVR In-Cabin
Camera

C24 Side View
Camera

AHD Mini Dome
Camera

Rear View
Camera

Easily view road and 
driver-facing footage in 
real-time through ZenduCAM 
desktop or mobile application

ZenduCAM predefined rules 
to trigger and analyze 
critical events

ZenduCAM rewind feature to 
investigate the past complaints or 
search for a specific event within a 
recorded footage

ZenduCAM unlimited cloud 
storage to record uninterrupted 
events from dash camera


